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WorkComp Linda <workcomplinda@gmail.com>

55-7536-D61
WorkComp Linda <workcomplinda@gmail.com> Tue, Oct 22, 2019 at 1:33 PM
To: HOME CLMS-FIRECLAIMS <StateFarmFireClaims@statefarm.com>
Cc: Linda Ayres <WorkCompLinda@gmail.com>
Bcc: workcomplinda@gmail.com

Hi Joey Cammiso—

I just left a voicemail – my apologies – even with Notes I tend to ramble. 🤕

Recap:😊

1. What is the Status on reimbursement for damaged/ to be cleaned household goods- That dollar amount will help
me proceed with other unmitigated damage/ un remediated matters

2. Any idea when an adjuster is coming back out? This week? And what sort of materials and documents should I
have available?

3. The office/master bedroom wall needs to be added to suspicious walls list. In reviewing images- I remembered
that wall was only partially demolished yet it was the one of the wettest of all. One of my file cabinets was water
logged that turned to rust— not covered- but indicative of the tremendous impact of sitting water for
days/weeks/months 

4. The $9,500 estimate for unremediated water damage is inconclusive. Please see diagram below provided in State
Farm adjuster rep loss package.  The blue highlights are mine -with my increased knowledge of water damage and
consequences it seems that we need to rule out bigger problems by strategic holes in walls not
demolished/remediated.

It is my sincere hope that by getting rid of the dirty Paul Davis project pack out boxes, and getting rid of upholstered
furniture except my bed, bedding and clothing, and scrubbing window blinds and floors with Lysol and running 4
HEPA filters continuously—maybe damage control has been successful?

I truly don’t see how we can be sure for my health safety until we knock open walls that should’ve been opened
before  until we knock open walls that should’ve been opened before.

5. A friend suggested I ask if the house could be tented to destroy any potential microbial risk. Do you have any
clues on that.

6. I had planned to refinance my home in June but have not been able to because of all this drama and damage.
I am attempting to refinance now, and I need to know how much money I will have to try to pull out to fix whatever
State Farm fails to make who and to be safe.  

My skin has a nasty rash since moving back in—-and I am told that I need to have a doctor test me for mold
infection. I don’t know what kind of doctor to fight to check that, and if I should take all the mold reports or what.
(That could be an additional claim, if so)😳

 I am finally getting some therapy for my physical injuries that resulted from all of this, and I’m to be scheduled for
occupational and speech therapy soon.  
Handy guy just came and turned on heater pilot light for me— It is expected to be another cold brutal winter. I am at
3500 elevation

I can’t deal with too much more drama so I really want to get my house put back together so I can be safe here, so I
can start rebuilding my daily living structures and systems that were stolen from me- causing an extreme cognitive
setback.
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The bank manager was kind but shocked that I kept signing paper with an incorrect year date.🤕

So— lets get this wrapped up.

If the PDR guys have not removed the lien, that’s my next fight.

 And any of the household goods that you are not covering, they will be expected to cover, along with extreme
emotional duress, and being the consequent cause of my injuries of March 2019. That is such a bad sign— I need to
get everything squared away back in my home so I do not have to go to assisted-living.

Servpro too...

Ok— that’s what was on my mind while I was trying to leave you a message.

So the next thing I need to know is how much of the household goods are covered and when is the adjuster coming
out so we can finish making my house whole.

Thank you.

Bests
Linda Ayres
760 368 5243

PS on the diagram I don’t know if the date on the bottom is the date I printed it or… I think the original report was
dated 3/7/19

All Nuclear Reactors Leak All Of The Time, some more than others -- On Purpose.

1,946 known radioactive isotopes

#DodgeTheRads
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